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Chaozhou Opera is an opera prevailing throughout Chaozhou and Shantou of 
Guangdong Province. Chaozhou belonged to the ancient Min-Yue Area and was 
influenced by Southern Fujian Dialect. The Central Plains Culture spread continually 
and integrated with the ancient Yue Cultural gradually, and they two created jointly 
the unique Chaoshan Culture, which contains Chaozhou Dialect. According to 
historical records, it was in the Ming Dynasty that Chaozhou Tune came into being 
and the opera performed in Chaozhou Dialect Tune became Chaozhou Opera. 
Thai Chaozhou Opera is Chaozhou Opera performed in Thai, namely, Thai 
Chaozhou Tune Opera. Ever since the Tang and Song Dynasties, Chaozhou people 
have kept on being abroad, and Chaoshan Culture, together with the emigration, has 
been spread abroad at the same time. In this way, Chaozhou Opera has become one of 
the multinational cultural forms, especially in Southeast Asia. Since the latter half of 
the 20th century, in Thailand, the scenarios of Chaozhou Opera have always been 
introduced in Thai before the performance, and the simultaneous interpretation in Thai 
has been given during the performance in order to attract more local audience. Then 
Chaozhou Opera was localized in Thailand gradually, that is, Thai Chaozhou Opera 
performed in Thai. Thus, Chaozhou Opera started to integrate with Thai Cultural, Thai 
and at last became a new kind of opera, which is the development of Chinese Culture 
in Southeast Asia. 
In this paper, on the literary principle, history and aesthetics in harmonious unity, 
Chaozhou Opera - Thai Chaozhou Opera is studied exhaustively, deeply and roundly. 
Not only the artistic achievement of Chaozhou Opera - Thai Chaozhou Opera is 
proved, but also its important meaning and value to China-Thailand cultural 
communication is disclosed. 
This paper includes 8 chapters and can be divided into three parts: 
Part I contains Chapters 1-4. In this part, mainly in historical view, the author 
defines the concept of Chaozhou Opera – Thai Chaozhou Opera, reviews the history 
of Chaozhou Opera, traces the communication of Chaozhou Opera in Thailand and 















consanguinity between Chaozhou Opera - Thai Chaozhou Opera and Chaoshan 
Culture. 
Part II contains Chapters 5-7. In this part, mainly at the aesthetic angle, the 
author reviews the process of artistic reform of Chaozhou Opera - Thai Chaozhou 
Opera, discusses the aesthetic characterstics of it, and analyses aesthetically the 
idiographic texts and opera performances of its three aesthetic types, comedy, tragedy 
and serious drama. 
Part III contains Chapter 8. In this part, mainly in the background of political and 
cultural communions between China and Thailand, the author proves that Chaozhou 
Opera – Thai Chaozhou Opera is of important meaning and value to creating the 
friendly relation between both two countries and their people. 
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